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AWF MADISON GROUP RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK (Policy) 

 
Introduction 

 
Operationally, AWF MADISON GROUP comprises three distinct businesses: AWF, Madison 
Recruitment and Absolute IT; but for the purposes of this framework they are referred to as one 
(“AWF MADISON”); and the business recognizes that it operates in a complex risk 
environment. The business will actively manage all material risks, balancing the risks inherent 
in the nature of its business with the need to conduct the usual operations of a s u c c e s s f u l  
company (also New Zealand’s largest recruitment company) and will accept an appropriate 
level of financial risk consistent with maintaining the business’ commercial performance. 

 
Definition 

 
Risk is defined within the AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management Standard as the effect of 
uncertainty on objectives. For AWF MADISON this means the volatility around activities 
undertaken to achieve AWF MADISON’s strategic and operational objectives. 

 
Purpose 

 
The risk management framework provides guidance to AWF MADISON employees on the 
systematic risk process they should apply as they perform their work activities and make 
decisions. Compliance with this process assists the AWF MADISON Board, ELT, SLT and 
management to have confidence that  the risks AWF MADISON faces now, and in the future, are 
identified and well-managed, with a focus on realising  potential opportunities whilst managing 
adverse effects. 

 
Principles 

 
Risk management in AWF MADISON is effective when it: 
 creates and protects value; 
 is an integral part of all AWF MADISON’s processes; 
 is part of the decision-making process; 
 explicitly addresses uncertainty; 
 is systematic, structured and timely; 
 is based on the best available information; and encourages open communication; 
 is tailored to AWF MADISON; 
 takes human, cultural factors and diversity into account; 
 is transparent and inclusive; 
 is dynamic, iterative and responsive to change; and 
 facilitates continual improvement. 

 
Benefits 

 
Effective risk management will enable AWF MADISON to: 
 achieve its strategy within agreed risk parameters; 
 proactively manage volatility in activities related to AWF MADISON’s operations; 
 identify and treat risk throughout AWF MADISON; 
 improve identification of opportunities and threats 
 establish a reliable basis for decision-making and planning 
 improve stakeholder confidence and trust 
 effectively allocate and use resources for risk treatment; and 
 improve AWF MADISON’s resilience. 
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